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By Jeremy Plonk 

Exclusive to 

Countdowntothecrown.com 

 

Editor’s Note: The 11th season of 

Countdown to the Crown offers the 

most comprehensive scouting report 

of the 3-year-old scene. 

Countdowntothecrown.com is the home each Friday from Jan. 

1 through the Belmont Stakes, and Countdown keeps you 

appraised of the rising stars in the sophomore class from the 

maiden ranks through the Grade 1 stakes. 

 

Three Things You Won’t Read 

Anywhere Else 
 

Opinions are like a college education in a Bernie Sanders 

administration: the less they cost, the less reliable they 

become. 

 

1. The G3 Sunland Park Derby has been cancelled due to a 

viral outbreak on the backstretch in New Mexico. While 

this race doesn’t historically have a huge impact on the 

Triple Crown trail, it will force some lightly raced 

Californians to either bite off bigger challenges at home 

or hit the road across the country to lesser-used venues. 

2. The third Kentucky Derby Future Wager pool of this 

season is offered through Sunday at 6 pm ET. With 10 of 

the 23 individual wagering interests entered in stakes 

this weekend that softens your chance to find value. 

Either excuse a loss on Saturday or look elsewhere to 

those idle. 

3. 11s are wild as we hit Season 11 Week 11 on March 11. 

Head to the windows and hammer the 11s!  

 

 

 

 

 
Get Jeremy’s best bets on top  

3-year-old races – as well as national horses 

to watch daily from our respected team of 

handicappers – in the BUZZ report! 

 

 

 

 

 

This Week’s 

Fearless Forecast 
 

This section previews the coming attractions in 3-year-old 

stakes and undercard races. As is custom, once we’ve hit 

March we focus only on the stakes races with an undercard 

race needing to be exceptional to gain mention. 

 

Later today (Friday), Santa Anita offers the $75,000 San 

Pedro Stakes for 3YO sprinters. We’ve seen this race 

occasionally produce a late trail player, and this time 

includes G1 Los Alamitos Futurity runner-up TOEWS ON ICE 

(Bob Baffert) after a flop in the Smarty Jones at Oaklawn. 

DENMAN’S CALL (Doug O’Neill) exits a third in the G2 San 

Vicente behind top-rated runners NYQUIST (Doug O’Neill) 

and EXAGGERATOR (Keith Desormeaux), the latter going in 

Saturday’s G2 San Felipe. 

 

A quartet of also-rans from the G3 Southwest reappear in 

Saturday’s Race 7 ALW route at Oaklawn Park, as well as G1 

Arkansas Derby hopeful RATED R SUPERSTAR (Kenny 

McPeek) and SHAGAF (Chad Brown) chaser SOUTHSIDE 

WARRIOR (Mark Casse) in from Florida. 

 

Sunday’s menu includes the listed Pasadena Stakes on turf at 

Santa Anita for the sophomore grass set, headlined by G3 

Lewis fourth-place finisher DRESSED IN HERMES (Janet 

Armstrong) in his return to the lawn. 

 

Click the cover to read - FREE! 

http://issuu.com/horseplayernow
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- G2 San Felipe - 

(Saturday/Santa Anita Park) 
 

 
 

Perhaps more so than any other race on the mid-season trail 

annually, the G2 $400,000 San Felipe Stakes has been apt to 

produce a monster performance. Think of Dortmund, 

California Chrome, Creative Cause and Premier Pegasus 

just in the last few years. And judging by a field of 7 on 

Saturday that includes no less than 5 Countdown-ranked 

stars, it’s going to take a dazzler to take this edition. 

 

MOR SPIRIT (Bob Baffert) and CUPID (Bob Baffert) will try to 

give their barn a 6th San Felipe win since ’99. The former has 

impeccable stakes credentials and is following the same 

path as Dortmund a year ago. MOR SPIRIT has won the G1 

Los Al Futurity and G3 Lewis Memorial after a road trip to 

Churchill Downs late in the fall. That’s identical to Dortmund 

a year ago before he ran one of the best races of his career 

in the G2 San Felipe. Since an aborted workout in mid-

February, he seems to have gotten his game back in the a.m. 

in his last 2 drills and should be a factor Saturday despite 

giving 2-4 pounds to all his rivals on the scale of weights. 

The deal for MOR SPIRIT has been cornering the turns and 

taking a while to gather his stride in the straight. He may not 

catch a super-brilliant horse in front of him doing that. As for 

CUPID – the often lethal ‘other’ Baffert in an uncoupled entry 

– his maiden win was devastating Feb. 7 and the brother to 

Indianapolis looks to have seen the lightbulb go off. The 

placement here is a bit curious to me, though. He seems a 

horse who would have been a G3 Sunland Derby player had 

that race not been cancelled in recent days. And why not try 

the G2 Rebel next week for more than double the purse at 

Oaklawn, where Baffert has owned the 3YO series in recent 

years? So while I am very excited about CUPID as a 

prospect, this seems like Plan B or even C to me. 

 

EXAGGERATOR (Keith Desormeaux) brings as good of a 

resume as anyone into the San Felipe. While 0-2 at Santa 

Anita, both losses came at the hooves of unbeaten 2YO 

champ NYQUIST (Doug O’Neill). That rival’s absence as he 

awaits the G1 Florida Derby and a potential lucrative bonus 

payday certainly opens the west coast door for horses like 

EXAGGERATOR to come knocking. EXAGGERATOR extends 

sprint-to-route in the San Felipe, and the last time he made 

such a maneuver he ran a fabulous second in the G1 

Breeders’ Futurity at Keeneland. A repeat of that closing 

effort looks to be a potentially winning formula on paper 

with a wicked pace scenario in the San Felipe looming. But a 

caution that he didn’t gallop out with any fervor in the 7F San 

Vicente like you’d hope to see prior to this route. 

 

A quartet of fast 3YOs await the Baffert pair and 

EXAGGERATOR in this 1-1/16 miles test. Let’s look at each. 

 

SMOKEY IMAGE (Carla Gaines) owns 6 wins in as many 

starts and 3 of those came in open-company races. So while 

he’s a Cal-bred leaving the restricted ranks, this won’t be 

his first foray into the open stakes level. By the same token, 

the best horse he’s beaten to date has been FOUND MONEY 

(Doug O’Neill), who could not hit the board in major tests 

like the G3 Sham and G3 Delta Downs Jackpot. SMOKEY 

IMAGE has been 6-5 or less in his last 5 starts and likely will 

be no better than third or fourth choice in the San Felipe. 

Victor Espinoza rides as they try to emulate the California 

Chrome success and prep path 2 years later. SMOKEY 

IMAGE still has some greenness about him with a high head 

carriage and a decent amount of inefficiency.  

 

I WILL SCORE (Jerry Hollendorfer) and UNCLE LINO (Gary 

Sherlock) had every shot in the G3 Lewis to take down MOR 

SPIRIT on the front end and simply couldn’t hold him at bay. 

Though we’re back at the same distance, I can’t see them 

flipping the result. True, both were making their 2-turn 

debuts in the Lewis and may benefit from seasoning, but 

neither appears fast enough to truly shake loose from the 

other potential speeds in this race to get any sort of break. 

 

That leaves us with DANZING CANDY (Cliff Sise). His 2 starts 

at the meet have just been fabulous to the eye and now 

makes the natural rise in class to the stakes ranks. He’s not a 

lot unlike Sise stablemate Prospect Park was a year ago, who 

ran second in this race before a fourth in the G1 Santa Anita 

Derby. But DANZING CANDY came to hand quicker than 

Prospect Park and has a bit more early brilliance about him 

than his predecessor. Things could get tight on the front with 

UNCLE LINO inside of him in the draw and I WILL SCORE 

and SMOKEY IMAGE both to his outside. I look for DANZING 

CANDY to be the best of the speed with the most brilliance 

to challenge the stretch runs of MOR SPIRIT and also 

EXAGGERATOR. This race easily could produce 3-4 legit 

Kentucky Derby contenders. 

 

 
San Felipe Stakes selections:  

W) DANZING CANDY; P) MOR SPIRIT; S) EXAGGERATOR. 

  

http://www.xpressbet.com
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- G2 Tampa Bay Derby - 

(Saturday/Tampa Bay Downs) 
 

 
 

Ten-horse fields in 3YO preps rarely have zero filler, but 

Saturday’s G2 $350,000 Tampa Bay Derby managed to avoid 

the padding. All 10 runners carry enough credentials to 

belong, and the sifting out process for handicappers will be 

a stern one. Among the other challenges: 3 entrants are 

making their 3YO debuts, and half the field has been 

essentially sprinters/1-turn horses to this point in their 

careers. Who will respond to the layoffs and distance? 

 

The 1-2-3 finishers from the Sam F. Davis Stakes return, led 

by DESTIN (Todd Pletcher). Pursuers RAFTING (Graham 

Motion) and MORNING FIRE (Keith Nations) round out the 

Davis alumni with the former clearly the stronger of the pair 

in my eyes. As for DESTIN, he’s worked twice in the interim 

since the Davis while his re-matchers have drilled just once. 

Flipping the Davis result won’t be an easy task from this 

perspective. I expect DESTIN to hold those runners at bay. 

 

John Velazquez curiously jumps off DESTIN to ride 

stablemate OUTWORK (Todd Pletcher), who easily won a 6F 

sprint ALW on the Davis undercard. The well-bred son of 

Uncle Mo-Nonna Mia makes just his third lifetime start, while 

striking some fear as a bounce candidate after a fast sprint 

win followed a 10-month hiatus. OUTWORK figures to join 

AWESOME BANNER (Stan Gold), MORNING FIRE, RIKER 

(Mark Casse) and TALE OF S’AVALL (Barclay Tagg) among a 

phalanx of early speed in the Tampa Bay Derby. 

 

That pace scenario is why it has taken 4 paragraphs to get to 

likely favorite BRODY’S CAUSE (Dale Romans). The deep 

closer makes his first start since the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile 

in a race that should absolutely flatter his late kick. 

Followers of BRIS late pace figures – and I highly suggest 

you become one if you’re not – know that this guy was one of 

the strongest 2YOs last fall in finishing the deal. He’s had a 

near-perfect workout tab in terms of spacing since the 

beginning of 2016. I’ll be very surprised if he doesn’t come 

with a run that sets him up perfectly for the G1 Blue Grass 

over 9 furlongs next time out at Keeneland. And with any sort 

of luck, that run very well could be good enough Saturday. 

 

Wildcards in the Tampa Bay Derby have to start with 

AWESOME BANNER. He’ll come into this race on a 2-week 

break since checking out of the G2 Fountain of Youth Stakes 

earlier than anyone anticipated. Did he simply fail to handle 

the 2-turn trip or is there something else we don’t know 

about that caused his rapid descent? With no workouts in-

between, we won’t know anything until they turn for home 

on Saturday. My suspicion is that because stablemate 

FELLOWSHIP (Stan Gold) is earmarked for the G1 Florida 

Derby and this outfit rarely ever leaves the state, AWESOME 

BANNER is running Saturday because the number of 

$350,000 purses in Florida for straight 3YOs is about to dry 

up. Still, this is a tremendously talented sprinter and not to 

be taken lightly – although the pace scenario looks to be 

melt-worthy to those battling up front. 

 

RIKER looks like a no-lead, no-pass situation in the Tampa 

Bay Derby and that’s never a good sign. He outran most 

folks’ expectations in the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile, but has 

picked an awfully tough return spot given the other heat in 

the race. The same can be said for talented 2YO of 2016 

TALE OF S’AVALL. He’s had 8 beautifully spaced works for 

his return, but simply may have picked the wrong race and 

race shape to show his best first time back from a long 

break. And the post draw did him no favors, as was the case 

with AWESOME BANNER, too. 

 

ECONOMIC MODEL (Chad Brown) and STAR HILL (Rusty 

Arnold) both exit 7-furlong sprints at Gulfstream. The former 

was second to AWESOME BANNER in the G2 Swale Stakes 

when showing a very nice late interest. ECONOMIC MODEL 

is bred to perform better around 2 turns than 1 and his early 

career success should be taken as a positive harbinger once 

he hits distances more suited to his pedigree like this.  

 

STAR HILL’s genes lean a bit more sprint/miler by nature, 

but his crushing maiden breaker in start No. 4 lifetime was 

one of GP’s best of the meet and earned a huge 101 late BRIS 

figure, which may bode well for the stretch-out. 

 

 
Tampa Bay Derby selections:  

W) BRODY’S CAUSE; P) ECONOMIC MODEL; S) DESTIN. 
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- Private Terms Stakes - 

(Saturday/Laurel Park) 
 

 
 

The Maryland 2-step will be featured Saturday at Laurel Park 

as locals 2 steps away from the Preakness Stakes do battle in 

the 1-1/16 miles Private Terms Stakes. This $75,000 route 

winds into the Federico Tesio on the final step to the middle 

jewel of the Triple Crown. The field of 6 rematches the top 2 

finishers in the Miracle Wood Stakes last month, MARENGO 

ROAD (Mike Trombetta) and CHARMED VICTORY (Rodney 

Jenkins), both Triple Crown nominees. 

 

The Miracle Wood was a 1-turn mile with an elongated 

stretch run to the second wire at Laurel. The Private Terms 

featured 2 turns, and a traditional length of the stretch and 

wire employed. Tactically, that could change the dynamics 

quite a bit in the rematch.  For just his 3rd lifetime start, 

CHARMED VICTORY showed a ton of upside in the Miracle 

Wood and I expect him to turn the tables on Saturday. His 

pedigree should get better the longer they go and he’s 

probably overachieved going short to this point. 

 

The question will be if any of the new faces to the Private 

Terms can muster enough opposition. 

 

FLASH McCAUL (Mike Trombetta) comes out of the same 

barn as MARENGO ROAD and may be filler to help the 

racing office make this field fill. Regular rider Julien 

Pimentel sticks with MARENGO ROAD, while FLASH 

McCAUL picks up Trevor McCarthy if he goes. SiriusXM 70s 

on 7 listeners will be tuned in for FLASH McCAUL once again 

after a pair of runner-ups in stakes restricted to the Maryland 

set. 

 

LET ME GO FIRST (Blane Servis) was a well-beaten 5th in the 

G3 Jerome last out in his stakes unveiling and that race has 

not yet come back to impress with its alumni since. The Parx-

based son of Paddy o’ Prado competes for the son of Smarty 

Jones’ trainer, John Servis. 

 

 
Private Terms selections:  

W) CHARMED VICTORY;  

P) MARENGO ROAD; S) LET ME GO FIRST. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Battaglia Memorial - 

(Saturday/Turfway Park) 
 

 
 

Turfway Park’s primary prep for next month’s G3 Spiral 

Stakes takes place Saturday with the $100,000 John Battaglia 

Memorial Stakes. While 14 were entered (12 can start), only 

4 are current Triple Crown nominees. 

 

Stablemates SWAGGER JAGGER (Mike Maker) and TRIPLE 

CREEK (Mike Maker) make up half the TC noms in the field. 

SWAGGER JAGGER won the Pulpit Stakes on turf at 

Gulfstream Park West late in the fall and most recently was 

an even fourth on Tapeta in the Ocala Breeders Sales 

Championship. Maker will add blinkers for the first time on 

Saturday looking for a return to SWAGGER JAGGER’s solid 

late turf punch while trying Polytrack. 

 

Five of the 12 entrants in the main body of the field will be 

moving from a sprint to a route in the Battaglia. This includes 

WEBN Stakes 2-3-4 finishers BLUE WINGS (Pat Huffman), 

SURGICAL STRIKE (Ben Colebrook) and OH OZ (Chuck 

Peery). The first 2 have outstanding synthetic route 

pedigrees and should translate well to the trip if good 

enough. SURGICAL STRIKE, like SWAGGER JAGGER, has 

had solid turf form in Florida over the winter and that 

typically plays spot on when shipping into Turfway for the 

stakes program. STRIKE UP THE BAND (Mike Maker) also fits 

into that sprint-to-route mold with an excellent Polytrack 

route pedigree. He’s won 2 straight on dirt at Gulfstream 

Park and would be no surprise here whatsoever. 

 

Instead of the same-day G2 Tampa Bay Derby, the decision 

to bring WHATAWONDERFULWORLD (Mark Casse) to 

Turfway is a curious one. Last of 6 after a rocky trip at 5-1 in 

the Sam F. Davis in his dirt debut, the connections pulled the 

plug quickly on this son of Tiz Wonderful and got him back 

on synthetic. He beat SWAGGER JAGGER in the OBS 

Championship at Ocala on Tapeta prior to his Tampa dud. 

Nothing this spring seems to be going right for the Casse 

outfit in the 3YO ranks. This may not be the craziest move to 

make, but I have a hard time trusting it until I see some of the 

other decisions turn up aces. Respect ‘WORLD on Saturday, 

but don’t take a short-ish price. 

 

TORRONTES (Kellyn Gorder) offered little in the G3 

Southwest last out and now attempts to find easier company 

while trying synthetic for the first time. His pedigree does 

not scream out for the surface change, but he certainly has 

held tougher company lines in recent starts than many of his 

rivals in the Battaglia Memorial. Mixed vibes. 

 
Battaglia Memorial selections:  

W) SWAGGER JAGGER; P) SURGICAL STRIKE;  

S) STRIKE UP THE BAND. 
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Keeping Ourselves Honest 
 

Last week’s selections: 1: 1-0-0. 

 

Top choice SHAGAF (Chad Brown) scored the G3 Gotham as 

we ended a frustrating streak of second-choice winners. 

 

Season selections: 16: 5-2-2. 

 

 

Everyone’s a Critic 
 

This section reviews the week that was in the 3YO ranks.      
 

Stakes Races 

 

 
 

Last Saturday’s G3 $400,000 Gotham at Aqueduct didn’t give 

us the emphatic result we were hoping for. SHAGAF (Chad 

Brown) neither declared himself fraudulent or fantastic in 

terms of a Triple Crown prospect in his workmanlike win. 

The well-bred son of 2006 Preakness champ Bernardini 

tallied by 1-1/4 lengths as the 6-5 favorite over a field that 

had much to prove in the stakes ranks based on resumes. 

 

It’s common practice to poke holes in contenders along the 

trail, so let’s start by saluting SHAGAF for a perfect record at 

3-for-3 and making the rise in class to his first stakes AND 

first 2-turn race in the same stroke. That’s not easy to do and 

often trips up hype monsters. To his credit, he’s now won on 

the Aqueduct inner, outer and at Gulfstream Park. I had him 

at No. 8 going into the Gotham, and still No. 8 coming out. 

 

The Gotham was a slow clocking; there’s no disputing it. 

Splits of :23.33, :23.83, :24.53, :27.11 and :7.10 are stark in 

showing how badly the race came unwound late. An inside 

speed bias has been documented to the –nth degree at the 

Big A on Gotham Day, so it makes reading this race and its 

alumni difficult. SHAGAF doesn’t have a brilliant turn of foot, 

and that grinding style will not impress the eyes or clock 

very often; but it can be quite effective going Triple Crown 

distances. He strikes me as a serious Belmont Stakes type 

horse galloping over 1-1/2 miles, but if he picks up the 

brilliance in the Wood Memorial next, then perhaps he 

could be a Derby-type, too.  

 

LAOBAN (Eric Guillot) set the tempo and still held for 

second, likely aided by the conveyor belt, but his form was 

highly questionable as a maiden exiting races that have 

underperformed since overall. 

 

I can’t seriously consider those behind SHAGAF in the 

Gotham as legitimate threats in upcoming races like the G1 

Wood Memorial or the classics. The pull here is that there’s 

respect for the winner, but not the race that was run. So I’ll 

reserve judgment on SHAGAF until a clearer picture focuses 

in a tougher-to-be-expected Wood. The rest, excuses or not, 

fall by the wayside. 

  

ADVENTIST (Leah Gyarmati) was more professional in the 

Gotham than in previous starts, but still found a minor 

incident in the stretch with SHAGAF before setting for third. 

Horses like CONQUEST BIG E (Mark Casse) and RALLY CRY 

(Todd Pletcher) simply aren’t as good as many once thought 

and while they may be productive in some stakes as 3YOs, 

they simply aren’t at the elite level this spring. SUNNY 

RIDGE (Jason Servis) may get a bit more slack given he was 

lightly trained going into the Gotham and his connections 

are eyeing a summer campaign as much or more than a 

spring one. But for Triple Crown considerations, this Gotham 

fourth, beaten 3 lengths, wasn’t a harbinger of a horse 

headed to immediately greatness. 

 
Allowance Races 

 

Sunday’s Aqueduct ALW route win by MATT KING COAL 

(Linda Rice) caught a lot of attention with an eye toward late 

bloomers for the G1 Wood Memorial. The Cool Coal Man 

colt wired the field behind little pressure in 1:44.92 for 1-

1/16 miles. While that time was about 5 lengths faster than 

SHAGAF (Chad Brown) ran in the previous day Gotham 

Stakes, my take is that you take nothing out of comparing 

times over different days. That’s a false narrative. MATT 

KING COAL returned from an October layoff getting exactly 

what he needed out of this springboard – it was not taxing 

throughout and he wasn’t fully exerted. He did get tired late 

and visually had little stride and the head was high, but 

that’s expected. Runner-up MY MAN SAM (Chad Brown) has 

some skill and was coming at him too little, too late. MATT 

KING COAL did gallop out much better of the pair. We will 

tap the brakes on the MATT KING COAL hype, but keep an 

open mind in the Wood if the price turns up huge, which 

doesn’t seem likely. 
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Where are They Headed? 

 
This section looks ahead at the possible fields for upcoming 

key stakes based on a mix of declared destinations and 

good old-fashioned handicapper’s speculation of logical fits. 

 

March 19 G2 Rebel Stakes (Oaklawn): RALIS, WHITMORE, 

SUDDENBREAKINGNEWS, AMERICAN DUBAI, CHERRY 

WINE, VORTICITY, MO FOR THE MONEY, SIDING SPRING, 

CREATOR, GRAY SKY, Z ROYAL, BATTERY (possible). 

 

March 26 G2 Louisiana Derby (Fair Grounds): GUN RUNNER, 

MO TOM, GREENPOINTCRUSADER, JENSEN, DAZZLING 

GEM, FOREVAMO, CANDY MY BOY, CONQUEST WINDY 

CITY (or Rebel). 

 

April 2 G1 Florida Derby (Gulfstream): NYQUIST, 

MOHAYMEN, FELLOWSHIP, ZULU 

 

April 2 G3 Spiral (Turfway Park): AZAR, SHAKHIMAT, 

KASSEOPIA, TISDALE, CONVERGE, TWO STEP TIME, CITE, 

OSCAR NOMINATED. More to be known after Saturday’s 

Battaglia Memorial. 

 

April 9 G1 Wood Memorial (Aqueduct): SHAGAF, 

ADVENTIST, MATT KING COAL, SUNNY RIDGE, LAOBAN 

(possible), MY MAN SAM 

 

April 9 G1 Santa Anita Derby (Santa Anita): More to come 

following San Felipe this weekend. 

 

April 9 G1 Blue Grass Stakes (Keeneland): FLEXIBILITY. 

Others TBD more after this weekend. 

 

April 16 G1 Arkansas Derby (Oaklawn Park): MALIBU 

SUNSET (possible). Others TBD in coming weeks. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High Fives 
 

Jeremy Plonk’s Top-5 rated performances  

by class so far this season (Dec. 26-present).  

 

Maiden Race 

1. CUPID (Santa Anita, 2/7)  

2. BOALT HALL (Gulfstream, 1/16) 

3. UNIFIED (Gulfstream, 2/21)  

4. AQUAPHOBIA (Tampa-T, 2/20)  

5.    MALIBU SUNSET (Fair Grounds, 1/31) 

 

 

Allowance Race 

1. DANZING CANDY (Santa Anita, 2/4) 

2. SHAGAF (Gulfstream, 1/29)  

3. WHITMORE (Oaklawn, 1/16)  

4. CHERRY WINE (Gulfstream Park, 1/9) 

5. ZULU (Gulfstream Park, 1/15)  

 

Stakes Race 

1. NYQUIST (San Vicente, SA, 2/15) 

2. MOHAYMEN (Holy Bull, GP, 1/30) 

3. MOHAYMEN (Fountain of Youth, GP, 2/27)  

4. MOR SPIRIT (Lewis Memorial, SA, 2/6) 
5. SUDDENBREAKINGNEWS (Southwest, OP, 2/15) 

 

 

 

 
 

10% of all of our Horse Player 

NOW BUZZ Report sales go 

directly to the Thoroughbred 

Retirement Foundation to help 

care for retired racehorses. 
 

 



JEREMY PLONK’S TOP 20 – 3/11/16 
 

 

 

 

 

NYQUIST 
Trainer: Doug O’Neill 
Winter Home: Santa Anita (Cal.) 
Sharp move toward Florida Derby this week.  

SUDDENBREAKINGNEWS 
Trainer: Donnie K. Von Hemel 
Winter Home: Oaklawn Park (Ark.) 
Rebel shaping up to be a big-time test. 

 

MOHAYMEN 
Trainer: Kiaran McLaughlin 
Winter Home: Palm Meadows (Fla.) 
Awaits Florida Derby showdown with #1.  

DESTIN 
Trainer: Todd Pletcher 
Winter Home: Palm Beach Downs (Fla.) 
Expected to fire shot at Tam; good enough? 

 

MOR SPIRIT  
Trainer: Bob Baffert 
Winter Home: Santa Anita (Cal.) 
Consistent and steady mover; factors at SA.  

GREENPOINTCRUSADER 
Trainer: Dominic Schettino 
Winter Home: Palm Meadows (Fla.) 
Louisiana Derby seems like he’s ducking GPs. 

 

EXAGGERATOR 
Trainer: Keith Desormeaux 
Winter Home: Santa Anita (Cal.) 
No reason he won’t be 1-2-3 in San Felipe.  

SMOKEY IMAGE 
Trainer: Carla Gaines 
Winter Home: Santa Anita (Cal.) 
Sinks or swims based on Saturday effort.  

 

GUN RUNNER 
Trainer: Steve Asmussen 
Winter Home: Fair Grounds (La.) 
If he progresses off Risen Star, watch out.  

CUPID 
Trainer: Bob Baffert 
Winter Home: Santa Anita (Cal.) 
Talented, but not sure San Felipe best spot. 

 

BRODY’S CAUSE 
Trainer: Dale Romans 
Winter Home: Gulfstream Park (Fla.) 
Underlay likely at Tampa, but great set-up.  

MO TOM 
Trainer: Tom Amoss 
Winter Home: Fair Grounds (La.) 
Reminds me a bit of a Pyro-type in La - solid. 

 

DANZING CANDY 
Trainer: Cliff Sise 
Winter Home: Santa Anita (Cal.) 
We’ll see how high he can rise in San Felipe.  

FELLOWSHIP 
Trainer: Stan Gold 
Winter Home: Gulfstream Park (Fla.) 
Will try to close ground again in Fla Derby. 

 

SHAGAF 
Trainer: Chad Brown 
Winter Home: Palm Meadows (Fla.) 
Didn’t do enough either way to sway me.  

CHERRY WINE 
Trainer: Dale Romans 
Winter Home: Gulfstream Park (Fla.) 
Plan B now next week’s Rebel; gets tested. 

 

WHITMORE 
Trainer: Ron Moquett 
Winter Home: Oaklawn Park (Ark.) 
Working like he’ll be tough in Rebel next.  

FOREVAMO 
Trainer: Al Stall, Jr. 
Winter Home: Fair Grounds (La.) 
Can play on fringes, not sure he contends. 

 

ZULU 
Trainer: Todd Pletcher 
Winter Home: Palm Beach Downs (Fla.) 
Wouldn’t be shocked to see him ship next.  

 MALIBU SUNSET 
Trainer: Bob Baffert 
Winter Home: Santa Anita (Cal.) 
Sunland would have been good spot for him. 

http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9492600&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9514334&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9532284&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9503365&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9497461&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9523812&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9465075&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9618481&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9496167&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9560551&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9515226&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9517453&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9497485&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9506368&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9469938&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9474811&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9460235&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9500749&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9496203&registry=T
http://www.equibase.com/profiles/Results.cfm?type=Horse&refno=9534901&registry=T

